BRUNO BOZZETTO SHORT BIOGRAPHY

Bruno Bozzetto was born in Milan on the 3rd of March 1938.

With a 60-years career behind he is esteemed as one of the most eclectic and influential Cartoonists of yesterday and of today.

From the 1960s up to today he has made more than 300 films that earned him 130 acknowledgments among which the remarkable Winsor McCay Award, 5 Silver Ribbon Awards, an Honorary degree, 15 Awards to the Career, an Oscar Nomination to “Grasshoppers” and a Berlin Golden Bear Award to “Mr Tao”.


Currently a graphic novel project featuring characters Minivip and Supervip is being worked on under a French publishing company.

Today Bruno continues to work in the field by creating new subjects, animating and sketching but also cooperating to wider projects through Bozzetto&Co. production Studio. He also keeps taking part to Festivals, events, meetings and educational classes in Italy and worldwide.

Bruno Bozzetto’s web-site is at www.bozzetto.com

Studio Bozzetto’s Web-site is at www.studiobozzetto.com